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A crumpled letter, a schmata, those moon undies Rachel gave me, a table runner, bouquet
from last spring, Katie's candle (and holder) and the red bra that only fits one-week per-month,
pile in a dirty blue bucket in my studio. I stage these objects with others to create non-linear
narratives that reflect my lived experiences, engage and poke at the history of still life as a
marginalized and anti-academic genre.
Still Life (Dead Nature, in Northern Europe) has been historically defined as depictions
of inanimate household objects and dead organic material, i.e. animals, botanicals, and food.
With origins dating as far back as ancient Egypt, works in this genre change radically in meaning
and intention based on when and where they were made.
The “simple” genre of still life painting has been loaded with a remarkably wide range of
intentions: from the religious and allegorical to the secular and pointedly political. Unlike history
and church painting, the enduring appeal of still life is tied to its accessibility and availability to
viewers and collectors, high-born and the lower middle class alike.
The oldest recorded description of a still life painter is written by Pliny the Elder who
wrote about Peiraikos, a Greek painter who worked in the 70s AD. While none of Peiraikos’
work has survived, Pliny the Elder described his paintings of “vulgar subject matter,” and
extremely realistic. Reportedly his subjects included vegetables and shoemakers’ stalls.
While the objectives and themes of still life painting have changed over the centuries, the
representation of death remained constant. Some of the earliest depictions of still life can be
found in Pompeii excavations, revealing decorative mosaics of flowers and fruit intended as
household reminders of the pleasures and bounty of life. In ancient Egypt, similar objects were
painted on tombs so that the dead are provided for in the afterlife. Roman vanitas paintings were
often accompanied by the phrase “Omnia mors aequat” (Death makes all equal.), while skulls,
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half-peeled lemons, dead or butchered animals and other literal representations of the death are
commonplace in 16th and 17th century Dutch painting.
From the middle ages into the Renaissance, European still life painting was used to adorn
illuminated manuscripts and support the church pictorially. In Northern Europe where the
explicit depiction of religious subjects was forbidden, allegory and symbolism were used to
promote piousness and discourage bad behavior, such as gluttony and other sins. Recurring
symbols during this period include the lily, representing the Virgin Mary, and the columbine,
associated with the Holy Spirit. Often, religious monograms were embedded into patterns
covering tapestries, vases and bowls.
With the reformation of the Protestant Church in the late 16th century, still life emerges
as a hugely popular genre in the Netherlands, where a large, sophisticated middle class was
hungry for paintings that fused religious symbolism with the veracity of the botanical illustration.
Painters began to capitalize on the hugely expanded field of the natural sciences, producing
painted studies of natural objects, as well as kunstkammer (cabinet of curiosities) paintings,
which combined depictions of other paintings with paintings of natural objects from all over the
world with little-to-no conceptual intention other than describing a collection.
During this period, still life painting was divided into specialized categories, including
luxury objects, flowers and even breakfast. Female painters, including Maria van Oosterwyck
and Rachel Ruysch, specialized in flower painting. Professional women artists were not allowed
to paint any other genre or subgenre during this time. The same rules applied in Italy, where
notable female painters include Giovanna Garzoni, known for the intense scientific realism of
her botanical subjects.
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A hierarchy of genre painting was created in the 17th century in Europe. This hierarchy
distinguished between work that appeared to “copy” reality mechanically, and that which was
seen as intellectually interpretative and narrative.
1. History
2. Portraiture
3. Genre (scenes of everyday life)
4. Landscape
5. Animals
6. Still life
This hierarchy survived thin the academic establishment well into 19th century, while the
ensuing lower value judgements still linger in the curation of 18th century painting in some of
the most acclaimed permanent collections in the Netherlands, Germany and France.
Although the efflorescence of still life and genre painting was one of the hallmarks of the
“Golden Age” of Dutch painting, the Dutch did ascribe to the above ranking system, believing
history painting to be the most prized. However, due to their domestic scale and other factors
associated with these subjects, the “lesser” genres were easier to sell. It was roughly estimated
that over 1.3 million paintings were created in the Netherlands between 1640-1660 — a surplus
that meant paintings became significantly more affordable and were purchased by the middle
class. The lowest classes were able to own prints of paintings.
In 18th century Europe and the advent of the Enlightenment, the religious connotation in
still life disappeared almost entirely while its formal and decorative potential continued to be
pushed. All the while the hierarchy of genres was promoted by European academies continued to
dominate the consideration of painting. Within the 19th-century French academy, still life
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painting saw a decrease in popularity, only to re-emerge less than a century later with new
intention, emotional emphasis and subjects, often offering sentimental depictions of lower- and
working-class people.
An example of this shift can be seen in Van Gogh famously painted, A Pair of Shoes
(1886), interpreted by some as an ode to laborers and his own difficult passage through life.
Courbet, during his imprisonment in 1871, paints fruit and flowers, a major departure from his
earlier, large-scale figurative paintings. Some historians have interpreted his paintings of apples
to be symbolic of the cramped and harsh conditions of the prison.

Fig. 1 Vincent van Gogh (1853-1890). A Pair of Shoes, 1886. Van Gogh Museum (Vincent van Gogh Foundation), Amsterdam.
Web. 13 Apr. 2019. https://www.vangoghmuseum.nl/en/collection/s0011V1962
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Fig. 2 Gustave Courbet (1819-1877). Still Life with Apples and a Pomegranate, 1871-1872. The National Gallery, London.
Web 13 Apr. 2019. https://www.nationalgallery.org.uk/paintings/gustave-courbet-still-life-with-apples-and-a-pomegranate

In the United States, the identifiable, convincing rendering and witty sense of humor of
trompe l’oeil painting was used to critique the socio-economic conditions. De Scott Evans’
paintings exemplify this direction. Judith A, Barter describes De Scott Evans Free Sample, Take
One (1890):
“Free Sample, Take One retains the illusion of the rough, weathered boards of the painted
shadow box even in the frame, which the artist … extended beyond the edges of the
picture plane by painting the sides of the mounted canvas to mimic sawn planks and
wood grain. Nestled inside the box, about a dozen peanuts lean against a pane of broken
glass, with one poking forward, seemingly projecting beyond the picture plane.”
At the time, peanuts were considered uncouth due to the mess created when removing the shells.
Often signing his work with pseudonyms, De Scott Evans’ still life paintings spoke of workingclass life and Irish immigration.
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Fig. 3 De Scott Evans (1847-1898) Free Sample Take One. About 1890. Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. United States.
Web. 13 Apr. 2019. https://www.mfa.org/collections/object/free-sample-take-one-34608

While the bias against hyper-realism can be traced as far back as Plato’s views on the
imitative nature of art, the first recorded use of the term trompe l’oeil dates to 1800 when the
French artist and critic Phillippe Chery used the term in his attack on Louis-Leopold Boilly’s
painting included in the French Academy’s Salon. 1
Serious critics and professionals were increasingly suspicious of this deceptive realism,
declaring it gimmicky and lacking in formal aesthetic refinement. However, buyers and the
public at large embraced the sub-genre, marveling at the artist’s skill. Philosophers denigrated
highly representational forms of painting generally due to a belief that it “compromised the
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Anna Daly, Cheap Trick: Trompe l’oeil, photography and kitsch as economies of ‘the real’ in
the discourses of modernity, (Melbourne art journal) (10).
10

rational viewer’s capacity to distinguish between phenomenal reality and the realist of and in
pictures,” Anna Daly.
In 1823 Quatremere de Quincy wrote: “ When a painter packs a vast expanse into a
narrow space, when he leads me across the depths of the infinite on a flat surface, and makes the
air articulate…I love to abandon myself to the [the painter’s] illusions, but I want the frame to be
there, I want to know that what I see is actually nothing but a canvas or a simple plane.” He
continues to distinguish between painting as Art and painting as mere illusion. Critics continue to
use the term “naturalism” derogatorily throughout the rest of the nineteenth century.
In part due to the Industrial Revolution and then the proliferation of photography, trompe
l’oeil was negatively associated with mechanization, and therefore populism despite the fact that
there was little resemblance between trompe l’oeil and early photography. Photography and
trompe l’oeil were also aligned with one another due to their appeal to the unsophisticated or
“unenlightened” public. Arthur Danto wrote that the aura of trompe l’oeil was not that of art,
“but of something mysterious, occult, powerful and possibly forbidden.” It is interesting to note
that, during the 18th and 19th centuries, populist still-life painting of the Dutch “Golden Age”
also lost much of its academic cachet.
While still-life painting fell out of vogue for men, upper class women were taking it up as
part of their academic education in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. Amateur talents in
drawing and watercolor were encouraged as part of bourgeois schooling.
Because aspiring professions female painters were excluded from academies during this time,
they sought art education through apprenticing with individual artists. There, they primarily
painted still life due to a lack of confidence in their ability to paint higher genre.
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In 1860, Marie Bracquemond, a student of Jean Auguste Dominique Ingres wrote “The
severity of Monsieur Ingres frightened me… because he doubted the courage and perseverance
of a woman in the field of painting… He would assign to them only the painting of flowers, of
fruits, of still-lives, portraits and genre scenes.”
As with all deemed forbidden, marginal or disregarded, trompe l’oeil and still life have been ripe
for cooptation and reinvention starting in the 20th century and the Cubists, and onwards by the
likes of Jasper Johns and Andy Warhol. For me, these genres have formed a kind of core around
which I can pivot, scramble and disguise painting histories and languages. My still lives employ
various strategies to challenge genre prescriptions. For example, my paintings are generally
larger than human size, or, closer to the scale one might associate with history painting or
portraiture. I also nod to several other genres in each painting, sometimes subtly.
Play is essential in the making this work, as well as a deep investment in the properties
and pleasure of paint as a medium. The impulse to embed references to painting’s history is a
kind of game I play while painting including nods to kunstkammers, and other forms of 17th and
18th century still life painting. The spirit of play is also manifest in the jokes, gimmicks,
illusionism and pleasure in the material of paint itself.
The inclusive history of still-life in relationship to gender and class is particularly exciting
to me and becomes an important context from which I work. Despite the specificity of the
objects that I am painting, both the composition and the great variety of means by way all things
are painted, implicates the viewer in the making of the paintings. Compositionally, the viewer is
often placed close-up or at an impossible angle in relation to the subject, mimicking the position
of the maker. For example, in Work on Paper, the viewer hovers above the table on which the
work on paper is being painted. Or, in RSVP, the plates are arranged around the canvas as they
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would be on a table top, suggesting that the imminent conversation has been instigated by the
female viewers, as suggested by the vaginal-shaped salmon, and the compositional reference to
Chicago’s The Dinner Party. To paraphrase Marcel Duchamp, the viewer completes the work of
art.

Fig. 4. Work on Paper, 2019. Acrylic on canvas, 70 x 80 in
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Fig. 5. RSVP, 2019. Acrylic on canvas, 80 x 90 in

Fig. 6 Judy Chicago (1939). The Dinner Party, 1974–79. Brooklyn Museum, Gift of the Elizabeth A. Sackler Foundation, 2002.10.
© Judy Chicago. (Photo: Donald Woodman)

Extending this line of thinking, anyone might be the painter. Even though women have
been excluded from the history of painting and art in general up until the 20th century, European
academies allowed women to participate in still-life painting due to its low and anti-intellectual
status. This paradox is critical to my thinking, making me appreciative of these anonymous
amateurs as well as the contemporary women artist who reinvented the tradition and paved the
way for my own work. I unapologetically allow both the feminine and the feminist to come
through in the work.
For permission to reclaim and utilize stereotypically gendered imagery, I harken to
Audrey Flack’s photorealist paintings in particular. Flack’s subjects were perfume bottles,
cosmetics, glassware; mine are flowers, cloth, glitter, candles and other home goods. While there
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are some obvious similarities between the rendering associated with both Photorealism and
Trompe l’oeil, as well as a skeptical association to photography among art critics, the intentions
and motivations as well as their histories are different. For example, the prankish humor
associated with Trompe l'oeil painting is not a concern or aspect of photorealist painting.
Furthermore, the Photorealist Movement was born from Pop Art as a counter to Abstract
Expressionism. It’s heavy use of photography and representation of popular culture and
advertising is not an intention of Trompe l'oeil painting.
Unlike the male photorealists of the 1970s and 80s such as Don Eddy and Thomas Leo
Blackwell, who painted specifically macho subjects such as motorcycles and trucks, Flack flexed
her feminine muscles.
Because of this, Flack was not embraced by the other painters who shared her
photorealist approach; her perspective was also directly contrasted by some of the most
prominent feminist artists of the time, such as Karen LeCoq and Nancy Youdelman, as in the
1970s, cosmetics were a major factor that divided femininity and feminism. Flack’s intentions
were murky to many, and perhaps misinterpreted as promoting and perpetuating the relentless
marketing of products to female consumers to improve their appearance. Critics considered
Flack’s work as either too “feminine” or as hostile to feminism because it seemed to resemble
advertising.2 Contemporary understanding of these paintings is much more complicated,
particularly as the understanding of feminism and its relationship to the mediated gaze expands.
Born in 1931 to a middle-class family in New York City, Flack experienced the most
elite education an artist could receive, first attending Cooper Union and then Yale for her MFA.
Like many women artists who came of age during the 1940s and 50s, she was torn between the
2

Hauser, Katherine. "Audrey Flack's Still Lifes: Between Femininity and Feminism." Woman's Art
Journal 22, no. 2 (2001): 26-1. doi:10.2307/1358899.
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sanctioned roles she assumed within her family and society at large and forging a career in a
male-dominated art world. In Audrey Flack's Still Lifes: Between Femininity and Feminism
Katherine Hauser explains “she was neither one of the boys, nor their sexual play thing.” By the
time Flack was forty, she was married with two daughters, making the vanitas paintings she is
best known for today.

Fig. 7 Audrey Flack (1931) Queen, 1975. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York. United States.
Gift of Michael G. Wilson 1983. https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/263887

If Flack’s art is not explicitly feminist, at the very least her paintings explore the political
and social tensions experienced by women in the late 20th century while revitalizing the only
genre of painting that women were historically allowed to participate in. Flack’s astonishing
attention to detail, accomplished technique as well as the sheer beauty of her work is worth
anyone’s praise.
Manny Farber (1917-2008) was a film critic and painter. He studied at UC Berkeley,
Stanford University and the Rudolph Schaeffer School of Design. In the 1930s, he moved from
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the west coast to the east coast, where he attempted to join the communist party. Farber moved to
New York in 1942 where he began writing film reviews for some of the most prominent art
publications including Time 1949 and Artforum (1967-71). Despite his success as a critic, Faber
maintained an active painting practice. His still lives are concurrent Flack’s, though they
evidence a completely different set of concerns and approach.
Farber crops his paintings in such a way that the rest of the room might be imagined,
even in the rare occasions where only a few items are depicted. When the paintings are hung
together too, they seem to fill in gaps between one another and the objects overlap. Though
Farber’s loving selection might seem arbitrary or opaque, his paintings engage the tradition of
still life through the depiction of what he had for lunch, scraps, flowers, vessels and similar
mundane objects.

Fig. 8 Manny Farber (1917-2008). Cézanne avait écrit, 1986, courtesy of Quint Gallery, San Diego.
https://brooklynrail.org/2019/02/film/Routine-Pleasures-Termite-Art-and-the-Paintings-of-Manny-Farber
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While I take inspiration from both Audrey Flack and Manny Farber, I am discovering
that I don’t need to create work that is as formally consistent as that of these two painters. In
their paintings, texture, color and detail is applied democratically and every object is tended to
— a quality I also aspire to. Each object is approached individually with its own specific surface
treatment, like a sprawling doodle, in an effort to communicate care. When the canvas is
touched, the topography changes. Some parts are painted delicately and slow, and others brashly.
The objects depicted in my paintings range from practical studio supplies, sentimental gifts and
other pieces of art to bits of trash. The value placed on each is sometimes taken into
consideration when determining how to paint them, though this is not always so calculated.
In my work, decisions are made spontaneously at times or based upon aesthetics or the
need to enhance the illusions. The specific rendering of the objects can place them on or within
the painting. Trompe l'oeil as a genre becomes an important tool and reference for deciding how
an object will be rendered. As someone very interested in games and meta-experiences, the
spirit and humor of trompe l'oeil resonate with me. I love the genre’s self-awareness as well as
its populist history and appeal. I also admire the labor, time and craft involved in creating such
convincing fantasies.
However, instead of fooling the viewer into believing that there is a real object or
landscape in front of them, I use similar, less convincing rendering in an effort to expose the
painting — and the painter — for what they are. The painting is acrylic marks on paper. The
painter is a messy, young, creative woman, and/or you. Her studio is chaotic, filthy, random.
When this pseudo-illusionism is executed properly, certain elements of the picture seem “real”
enough to emphasize the thingness of the painting itself and demystify the artist.
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Examples of this other or “inverted” trompe l’oeil include painting the profile of the
canvas to resemble edges covered with classic blue artist tape. The humor in this is twofold: first,
the intention of taping the edges is to protect them from being dirtied with paint. Secondly, the
historical usage of trompe l’oeil is reversed, because in this instance the objectness of the
painting is being emphasized.
In Palette on Canvas, paper plates were painted into the painting and then used as
palettes to paint the surrounding image. Therefore, paint is representing itself as paint, and the
painting becomes utilitarian as well. This action creates a convincing rendering of a palette,
because it actually is one. The paint is physical.

Fig. 9. Palette on Canvas, 2019. Acrylic and charcoal on canvas, 30 x 24 in

I encourage viewers to spend time with the paintings by embedding secrets within it.
Through close-looking the compositions reveal little treasures, pop culture references and inside
jokes specifically meant for other painters. For example, the viewer might find, with intense
19

scanning, an image of a miniscule pencil hidden beneath a book or notice that a crystal is painted
with glitter when it catches the light just-so. Some of these secrets are only revealed when the
picture can be lived with, for when nighttime comes, the paintings glow in the dark or shimmer
pearlescent.
Making Friends, for example, contains a host of secrets. This painting is larger than
human-sized. The making of a cardboard cutout of two friends seems to be the subject of the
work. Behind the friends, is a studio wall painted with acrylic and glass shards and covered in a
collection of images. Within these images, cryptic messages are buried. For example, in a wordfinder poster, hanging on the wall, “IUD INSIDE ME” is read down in the first column. The
kunstkammer format here provides a historic precedent for the random smattering of imagery in
which I can sneakily play with.
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Fig. 10. Making Friends, 2018. Acrylic on canvas, 80 x 90 in

In Work on Paper (Fig. 4), this human-sized painting on canvas depicts a work on paper
taped to a wood tabletop. The image inside the work on paper is of a studio floor, a still life is
arranged, or seems like it was arranged and then dismantled as suggested by the detritus around
it. Behind the still life hangs a black and white painting of the top of the same still life image,
implying the purpose of the staged objects.
The way in which the work on paper is cropped indicates that if it were to continue
upwards, it would repeat its own image again. The tape used to adhere the work on paper to the
table becomes a record of all of the colors used to make the painting, lined up as a rainbow,
including a glow in the dark swatch which is highlighted along with the moon and bulb when
studio lights are off. The composition puts the viewer above the desk, as if in position to peel off
the tape and declare the work on paper “finished.” Here I attempt to show the painting
deconstruct itself using several means, in an effort to both exaggerate its approachability as an
object and image.
Content in my paintings is revealed at different speeds, depending on how much time the
viewer spends with them. They operate differently on a screen than in real life, with a fast or
slow read. I want the in-person experience of the paintings to be generous, and to continue to
give as the viewer dives deeper into the work. Because I paint primarily from observation, the
aforementioned details are those I am excited by in the studio. I want to provide the viewer the
same sense of joy I feel, both by noticing and then burying details, for the next person to find.
This is one way that I recreate my experience of “making” for someone else to see.
This literalizing of the studio practice takes different forms. There’s the process of
looking as previously explained, and then there’s the making. Most recently I’ve been creating
21

paintings in a “buddy” system. On a small painting, I literalize or illustrate the preparatory
process necessitated by the creation of the larger companion. Some of these steps include tracing,
sketching, color mixing, compositional adjustments etc. This has proved fruitful as it is a fast and
often more abstract component to my practice. It also allows me to work through illusionistic
strategies that can be introduced into the larger counterpart, which may not have been planned
initially.
An example of this can be found in Cardboard Colors on Cardboard. In this 12 x 9 in
painting, the canvas front and sides were painted to look like a box, complete with painted silver
staples. On top of the ‘box’ are brush strokes indicating an attempt to match the color of the
cardboard. This painting was painted from life, a prop, that was used to match the colors for
Making Friends. In order to achieve a convincing cardboard, I had painted onto a cardboard box
for the correct colors. Then I painted the box as an accompaniment, or a “buddy,” to Making
Friends. Although they are not a diptych, they inform one another: neither could have been made
without the other.

Fig. 11. Cardboard Color on Cardboard, 2019. Acrylic on canvas, 12 x 9 in
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This generative practice of making translates another kind of creative space for the
viewer. It is not the studio space but the space of a creative thought process. My hope is that
these works will provide the viewer a genuine, generous and informative experience of looking
(and making). While these paintings do include references specifically intended for other artists,
I do not want the work to exclude viewers without “inside” knowledge. My references are not
cynical of art history, but rather, reflective. The humor in the work is of the good-natured
prankster rather than nihilistic. The over-all, maximalist approach to surface is democratic in
every way— technically, compositionally and metaphorically. My paintings enthusiastically
embrace the very populist nature of trompe l’oeil and still life reviled by art critics since the 17th
century.
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